THALER UPDATE

NEW EDGE TUNING

FEEL THE POWER

LOVE THE CONTROL
Thanks to our new development, our edge tuning
has achieved an extraordinary degree of precision which
has so far only been possible by means of manual finishing
by ski service experts. We have managed to integrate
this into the automated grinding process – in combination
with high capacity.

40% MORE GRIP
40% MORE RESERVES
40% MORE SERENITY

WHAT IS NEW?
Retification – Precise edge tuning at
the end of the grinding process.
Our «World Cup Finish» is attained by
utilising the highest-quality materials during
the penultimate step of grinding the lateral
edges with a diamond grinding wheel and
the following final underside finish.
This results in an extremely homogenous
grinding structure as well as a precise,
perfect cutting edge.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS!
Novel edge working
The lateral edges are ground during
the penultimate step of the process,
following the underside tuning. This
also creates a ridge, but this ridge is
directed downwards.

DIAMOND
AND CUBIC
BORON NITRIDE
(CBN)

Progressive underside finish

Conventional edge working

By means of a multistep process,
the ridge is removed from the underside
and ensures the desired, precise
cutting edge.

When it comes to most systems,
the underside tuning is the last step of
the process. This creates a lateral ridge
which becomes “rounded off“ during
use and reduces the desired degree
of sharpness.

For our finish, we utilise the hardest grinding materials
known. This allows us to achieve the utmost precision,
which is not possible with conventional grinding materials,
like silicon carbide or corundum.

The progressive, multistep underside finish concludes
the tuning process. The result of our new development:
edge tuning and a finish of extraordinary quality.
Your competitive advantage – the perfect day of skiing
for your customers.
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